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Abstract 
 In my search to find reasons for cultural aloofness and art only being appreciated 
visually, I found theories, which suggest that throughout cultural associations these lost 
meanings can be recovered. This masters thesis explores the church of Saint Johann Nepomuk 
(Asamkirche, 1733-46) as created by Egid and Cosmas Asam as a product of its contemporary 
culture, which is dominated by theatricality. The theories of emblem studies and rhetoric in art 
provide a basis for this analysis as paralleled by literature and theatre studies, in the form of two 
texts, which relate theatre to the eighteenth century art. Through a historical presentation on the 
artists and the building, followed by a descriptive overview of the space and the culture in which 
it developed, and ending in an application of emblem studies and rhetoric: a theatrical language. 
The essay concludes that Asamkirche is a theatrical space where meaning can be found through 
interdisciplinary comparisons. Even though culture has changed there are ways back through 
relics such as, literature, documents and other art works to understand not just the iconography of 
art but the cultural rhetoric of art. It is my hope that more interdisciplinary exchange, especially 
between the literature studies and art history disciplines, can derive more meaning from art and 
architecture in the future. Asamkirche is rhetorical, and emblematic not simply iconographic, 
there is a complicated language of theatre that exists a long side of the simplistic reading.
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1. Introduction 
 On a cold December afternoon, I sat shivering for hours examining the elaborate 
decoration that fills every inch of the church of Saint Johann Nepomuk in Munich. As I began to 
notice people entering and then hastily exiting; most of whom spent barely enough time for their 
eyes to adjust to the darkness. Many days of examination proved not to be enough to denote the 
entirety of the decor. It was at this point that I began to question how and why, these people 
could so casually walk in and out of such a loaded space without more contemplation. I have 
since come to understand through the investigation of recent theories, that most people today do 
not have enough knowledge of eighteenth century culture to find a deeper meaning. Living in the 
twenty-first century of post-functionalism and post-modernity, we are far removed from the 
frivolity and emotionality of eighteenth century culture. Considering this distance, it is not 
surprising that most people today do not have the proper knowledge base to analyze the 
architectural elements of this past century. Modern viewers can, still understand the religious 
associations of Asamkirche, to some extent, perhaps the biblical stories are familiar, or some of 
the icons are identifiable. Contrastingly for contemporaries meaning was easy to detect, Saint 
Johann Nepomuk had just recently been canonized and would have been more widely known. 
Furthermore, they would have been able to distinguish other cultural associations including, 
theatrical references and secular symbolism as relatively familiar. Cultural separation is the basis 
for such theories as emblem studies and rhetorical analysis, which developed in an attempt to 
broaden cultural understanding, thereby filing an additional need as they have been converted 
and applied to art and architecture. 
 In language studies it has been established that through framing an object with 
supplementary cultural information, such as other literature, art and so on, a deeper meaning can 
be found. These techniques of emblem studies and rhetoric can be translated into art and 
architecture, as to “examine the actual form of the buildings as… written or oral discourses.”1 
Also it is important to consider not only what is being said, as the intended program can be lost 
but instead how it is being said. It becomes more logical to examine this church as cultural, 
symbolic, theatrical, and emblematic rhetoric, based on the popular contemporary views of 
architecture and culture during the time in which it was built. 
                                                
1 Hattenhauer 1984, 75. 
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 This interdisciplinary exchange between literary studies and architecture has been on the 
rise in the last few decades. Today it is a very popular topic in regards to the eighteenth century, 
as theatrically and rhetoric have become ways of interpreting architecture based on context clues 
and cultural relevance. The literary analysis of architecture with regards to rhetoric and emblem 
studies allow for an overall reading of architectural space, and encourage the idea of a cultural 
viewfinder. This interdisciplinary approach has gained interest, though exhibitions and books; 
specifically Watteau Music and Theatricality, Theatricality in Early Modern Art and 
Architecture and Bernini: Art as Theatre have illustrated this cultural phenomenon.2 Especially 
the latter two texts will be used henceforth in this discussion as case studies to aid in the 
interpretation of Asamkirche. 
 Antecedently, the discussion on Asamkirche has focused on the ideas of patronage, 
iconography, physical changes and stylistic complications. It is without a doubt a transitional 
space between the Baroque and Rococo styles, a changed building, especially in considering the 
high altar or the light situation, and full of iconographic elements which are loaded with 
meaning. Relatively speaking, these past understandings of the church are rather frivolous and 
impetuous. The church is mentioned in almost every survey book on architecture, as a note or a 
passing acknowledgment without any real academic consideration. For instance, Baroque & 
Rococo, Architecture & Decoration (1978) and Rococo Architecture in Southern Germany 
(1968), are both survey books, which acknowledge an anomaly of the church in comparison to 
the typical historical cannon. The earlier addresses stylistic concerns but ignores the overall 
program by simply referring to it as “Roman richness and theatricality” without discussing the 
larger implications of these associations and the latter is a discussion based almost completely on 
the Asam brothers as artists and architects while the church is just a mere smudge in the larger 
cannon of their works as compared to their contemporary counter parts.3 There are texts devoted 
solely to the church, most are scholarly articles and only a few small books. There have been a 
two periods of popularity for publishing on the subject; first in the 1930s because of the damage 
that the church suffered in the Second World War. This was followed by a large number of 
publications in the 1970s as a consequence of an extensive and large restoration, which gained 
                                                
2 Baetjer, Katharine, and Georgia Cowart. Watteau, Music, and Theater. New York: Metropolitan Museum of Art, 
2009. Print; Eck Bussels 2011; Warwick 2012. 
3 Laing, 1978. 218-52: 227; Hitchcock 1968. 
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media popularity. From the 1930’s there are a few important sources. The earliest article, still 
accessible is from the journal Die Christliche Kunst, 1926 edition entitled “Neues von der 
Asamkirche an der Sendlingerstrasse zu München" by Richard Hoffman. There are more of these 
articles, all leaving something to be desired, either they come off as one-sided or grievance 
based, as opposed to a proper and sourced based analysis. The book that is the most 
encompassing and complete in respect to the church is Adolf Feulner’s Die Asamkirche in 
München published in 1931, as it gives insight to the church before the bombing in World War 
II. However, it is in some cases very specific and in other cases very vague. Overall, the book 
strives to show this church as a transitional element in the Baroque/Rococo argument, while 
simply noting the overall theatricality of the decor.4 It seems more of an informative manual than 
an art historical evaluation, as it addresses some issues of the church, includes a lengthy formal 
analysis focused on identification and proposes an unconvincing iconographic reading. He 
asserts himself as an interpreter of the church program through knowledge of other Asam 
works.5 This is the most referenced text on the subject and is even used in a summarized form for 
the guided tours. A plethora of newspaper articles mostly from the 1970’s reconstruction can be 
found at the city and church archives. These say little more about the church beyond that 
particular event, which had gained attention by being expensive and controversial. Two other 
texts that are published during about the same time, one dealing with ‘original sources’ without 
much interpretation and the other with the ‘flaws’ of the recent restoration which is opinionated 
and short: Richard Bauer’s Im Licht Der Quellen, and Riedl’s Zu Zwei Asam-kirchen 
respectively.6 The content of these publications, is used as a basis for furthering discussions or 
arguments that the church is not what it once was, what it was intended to be or is no longer 
relevant based on the information the present. This is absolutely untrue and the larger motifs 
have remained intact, the Asam traits and qualities of the building are still there. Eberhard 
Hempel makes one of the boldest statements on the church in Baroque Art and Architecture in 
Central Europe. He highlighted the traits of Asam architecture, especially Asamkirche and 
Kloster Weltenburg,7 in a comparative analysis.8 This discourse aligns mostly with this bold 
                                                
4 Feulner 1931. 
5 This idea is somewhat a precursor to contextualization, at a limited understanding. Feulner 1931, 17.  
6 Bauer et al. 1977; Riedl 1977. 
7 The ‘Klosterkirche’ was worked on by the Asam brothers from 1719-39. 
8 Hempel 1965, 185. 
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statement, and searches for deepening meanings. A challenge in regards to source material is that 
many of the secondary sources do not provide citations or notes for the information presented, 
only more recent texts do and not all of them well. This tended to be an issue with research and 
thereby created some more lengthy citations in this thesis with overlapping and contrasting 
accounts. 
 Overall, the church has been given due notice as an artistic patronage, stylistic anomaly 
and an iconographic program: the salvation of man through Jesus as paralleled by St Johan 
Nepomuk’s life in connection to the Asam Family tomb. There are clear associations between 
the idea of repentance and the ascension of the soul to heaven, however so many changes have 
occurred that this argument becomes questionable, if not invalid. Instead it is more plausible to 
understand how the church communicates as a veneration of the culture from which it comes, 
unhindered by royal or ecclesiastic financing. The importance of the small and glorious church 
goes beyond the design to the patronage by the Asam brothers themselves. This is a great feat in 
the history of architecture, as no other example of such a magnificent church being built by 
artists exists up to this point. This patronage, also allows for a more neutral understanding of 
what is shown. Let it also be understood at this point in the discussion that the church was not 
completely finished when both brothers died, and has been changing every since. Architecture, 
let us not forget is meant to be a dynamic and adaptive art form, as long as this church still 
remains convincingly Asamesk it is function in the art historical discourse remains the same. 
Prague for example, with its ever-changing politics, still retains a particular language that 
permeates each building, creating a unity that impregnates each new architectural movement.9 
Although the Asamkirche has experienced physical changes, the language with which it speaks, 
is the same. 
 This discussion will strive to go beyond the simple iconographic and chronological 
history of the architecture, and to open up a new discussion of the church in relationship to its 
larger cultural associations; especially theatricality. The so-called language of this church relies 
on a presentation of the artists and the physical history as a basis for understanding. This will 
then be followed by a formal analysis, which presents what was and is there, as best as possible. 
Moving onto a discussion of light as a unifying feature, leading into the church as a 
                                                
9 For more information on the ideas of the essence or “spirit” of Prague see Norberg-Schulz, 1980. 
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‘gesamtkunstwerk’. Then there will be a discussion of the eighteenth century culture as to 
understand the cultural underpinnings of the decor. Rounding out in a discussion of emblematic 
and rhetorical theory of architecture and how these theories function in relationship to this space. 
Overall, it is the goal of this discussion is to examine Asamkirche as both emblematic and 
theatrical, united through a fusion of the arts, in which the architecture speaks with a theatrical 
rhetoric and functions as a rhetorical theatrically, through architectural and cultural motifs; 
thereby constructing readings from the theatrical associations, architectural elements and cultural 
symbols based on the church itself, and the creators’ connection to the eighteenth century. 
2. Historical Matter 
2.1 The Asam Brothers 
 To understand a context of the church one must consider the patron, “his situation in life 
and the purposes of the architectural space”, the affect of these ideals with help to determine the 
representative meanings in the architecture.10 Cosmas Damian (1688-1739) and Egid Quirin 
(1692-1750) were born into a family of well-known artists, and had many siblings. All of the 
children, including the sisters (rumored to have helped in large projects) began their training at a 
young age, under the tutelage of their father Hans Georg (1649-1711).11 The older specialized in 
fresco painting; while the younger, Egid, was a sculptor.12 They were trained with many benefits 
and awarded commissions, based on the status of their family as artists.13 After the death of their 
father in 1711, the brothers spent two years in Rome, 1712-4.14 During their stay, they clearly 
gained first hand knowledge and awareness of “Bernini’s theatre sacrum” which greatly affected 
their works.15 It is known that Cosmas studied under Pierleone Ghezzi (1674-1755) and received 
a prize from the Academy of St. Luke while in Rome. However, Egid’s training during this time 
is much less known, although he was clearly influenced by Italian sculptors; as can be seen in his 
works. Egid’s life when he returned to Bavaria is clearer. He studied under Andreas 
                                                
10 Böker Daly, 1999, Wolfgang Harms, “The Investigation of the Emblem Programs in the Building Assumptions 
and Tasks, 3-16: 4. 
11 Information on Hans Georg can be found many places, specifically for this discussion see Laing 1978, 227. 
12 Hitchcock 1968, 19; Bourke 1958, 70. 
13 Feulner 1931, 8; Hitchcock, 1968, 20. 
14 For basic information the death and visit to Rome see Feulner 1931 10; Hitchcock, 1968, 20; Laing 1978, 227; 
Norberg-Schulz 1986, 189;. For more information including: that their father’s patron the abbot Ouirin 
Millon of Tegernsee sponsored their trip to Rome see Bourke, 1958, 70; and Lieb 1969, 149. 
15 This connection is discussed in almost every piece of literature on the topic. 
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Faistenberger (1646-1735), before beginning his own individual career.16 Cosmas on the other 
hand, had gained more reputation, and started taking commissions directly after their return. In 
1724, both of the brothers were appointed as court artists in Munich, in their respective fields, a 
position previously held by their father.17 
 The Asam Brothers became well known by transforming Bavarian church architecture 
forever.18 Although they are known today as architects, it is unclear if they were formally trained 
in the skill, yet both identified as such when signing artworks.19 If the brothers were or were not 
‘architects’ becomes mostly irrelevant, as their is no clear distinction between architecture and 
decoration within their spaces. There are clear connections between this church and other 
Baroque churches in Munich as well as other works of the Asam brothers. In fact, many other 
Asam projects were done during the same time in which they were working on their own church. 
Weltenburg was largely paralleled by Asamkirche, in fact the columns in the upper bay are 
actually left over from the construction at the cloister church, and Cosmas purchased them for 
their Asam church in 1736 for 1200 fl..20 The only two distinctly Asam churches, are Weltenburg 
and St. Johann Nepomuk (Asamkirche). These spaces have important similarities, suggesting 
that the brothers have a style of their own, which is distinctively different from churches in 
which they had no overall architectural control. The effect of these principally Asam spaces has 
been described as “essentially dark, as a foil to the dramatic foci of light, mostly from concealed 
sources, and a glow with rich marbling and gilding overlying the walls, supports and 
entablatures. In both, moreover, the visitor has the sense of being enveloped by static 
architecture with defied boundaries that only gives way to the indefinite in the zone of the 
vaults.”21 This quote accurately and generally describes Asamkirche, and effectively portrays the 
Asams’ purposeful use of and their interdependence on art and architecture. 
2.2 The Church of Saint Johann Nepomuk (Asamkirche) 
 The brothers built this church on their own accord as a family crypt and private chapel. 
The patronage situation alone makes Asamkirche an architectural anomaly. Let alone the visual 
                                                
16 Cosmas won the prize from the Academy of Saint Luke in 1713, and their return to Bavaria was in 1714. see 
Hempel, 1964, 184; Hitchcock, 1968, 20; Laing 1978, 227; and Lieb 1969, 149. 
17 Bourke, 1958, 70; and Hitchcock, 1968, 54-5. 
18 Laing argues that there is no predecessor in Bavaria. see Laing 1978, 227. 
19 Hitchcock, 1968, 19. 
20 Feulner 1931, 16. 
21 Laing 1978, 228.  
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and architectural abnormalities that truly give the building character. Here it is important to 
discuss the church as an idea, and the formal analysis will come later. Although the idea seems to 
have been Egid’s, it was a joint endear. Egid Quirin remained unmarried, instead he dedicated 
his later life as well as the entirety of his wealth to the project. Cosmas also contributed to the 
church, even though he was married with multiple children and had a home of his own. For both 
of them, it seems to have been a very personal patronage, as they feature their own images within 
the space. The lack of an exterior patron removes some of the stigma associated with the 
propaganda of architecture.22 However, it is not completely void of deliberate indoctrination, as 
it is truly “a meaningful expression of an architect's vision of spiritual reality.”23 
 The intentions for the church were made known in 1731 and over the next few years 
several plots were acquired, in order to procure enough space for Egid’s house, the church and 
eventually a priest’s home. The process was long, as they had to acquire permits from the state, 
the church and also appease a displeasing neighborhood. The designing began on 21 May 1731,24 
yet it was not until 16 May 1733 that the first stone was placed by prince Maximilian Joseph of 
Bayern.25 The state approved the church quickly but the church powers were less eager to change 
the status quo of their hierarchical structure for the region. Egid appealed to the church for a third 
time on 18 March 1731 and it was again not approved.26 There was still the issue of the 
neighborhood, because the residents of Sendlinge Straße thought the church should be public and 
not private. In 1732, this matter was still left open and it was finally approved 16 May 1733.27  
 As this was not a wealthily funded project, progress was made as it could be afforded. 
Even buying the land came in stages. Firstly, the home was purchased and then two other homes 
were acquired, which become the church, and additionally the priest house, so four in total to 
make the three buildings.28 The work began quickly and the outer shell of the church was already 
completed on the 24 December 1734.29 It was the decoration and equipping of the church that 
                                                
22 Feulner 1931, 8; Riedl 1977, 5. 
23 Cope 1964, Cope “Function and Symbolism in Church Buildings” 77-88: 77. 
24 Feulner 1931, 19. 
25 Hitchcock 1968, 81; Laing 1978, 233; Lamb 1937, 311; Lieb 1971, 49; Riedl 1977, 5. Source that indicates that 
the first stone was specifically placed by the prince: Dasser 1977, 146.  
26 Feulner 1931, 13. 
27 Feulner 1931, 13-14; Lieb 1971, 196. 
28 Feulner 1931, 13; Bauer et al. 1977, 7. 
29 Feulner 1931, 14; Riedl 1977, 5. 
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took a long time, as it was also done in stages between their other works.30 It is known that the 
brothers utilized journeymen for their work, especially Italians, which should be considered in 
the very Italian like style of the church.31 The Bishop of Freising, Johann Ferdinand, consecrated 
it on 1 May 1746.32 Yet, at the date of its consecration it was not complete and for the brothers it 
was never so, as both passed before it was fully equipped. Cosmas died before the consecration 
in 1739 (Weltenburg) and Egid passed away in 1750 (Mannheim), neither of them having seen 
the final result.33  
 The building is apparently dedicated to the then recently canonized patron saint of 
Bavaria, Saint Johann Nepomuk, as the decor highlights his life and miracles. It is also dedicated 
to the virgin Mary who makes appearances in fresco and in sculpture. The second is quite clear 
and a typical patron of many churches. The patronage of St. Johan Nepomuk is although 
warranted, quite a mystery and even involves a sort of mythology, which will be addressed later 
in the section on eighteenth century culture. The plausible possibilities are that either Egid or 
Cosmas simply picked the saint by favor, it could have been designated by the church or possibly 
this choice was influenced by the distribution of relics of this specific saint to those willing to 
build a place to house them.34 It is interesting to note that one of Cosmas’ children born before 
the church planning had even begun was named Rochus Johann von Nepomuk Egid Asam, who 
was born in 1725. The tradition continued and even female members of the family are named 
Johanna and Nepomucena.35 Regardless of why St. Nepomuk was picked his legacy lives on 
vividly in the art of this church and the names of their decedents. 
 There is little known of the brothers’ thoughts and feelings about the church or its 
construction, but to take on such a great feat in the face of such adversity speaks to the 
importance and care they put into the church. The connections between Egid’s home and the 
church are irrefutable and strong, also making it a very personal patronage. The altar was visible 
from the main bedroom, and there is a passageway connecting the two. However according to 
the building permits these physical connections, like the hallway and windows, had to be closed 
                                                
30 Feulner 1931, 14. 
31 An example is on a column originally intended for Weltenburg, Master max Jakob Kürschner signed his name. 
Feulner 1931, 16. 
32 Hitchcock, 1968, 81; Laing 1978, 233; Lamb 1937, 311. 
33 Bourke, 1958, 70; Hitchcock, 1968, Egid: 20, Cosmas: 81;Laing 1978, 233; and Lamb 1937, 311. 
34 Laing 1978, 233.  
35 This family name did not exist in the generations previous to the one mentioned, Bushart Rupprecht 1986, 101-4. 
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up with the death of the owner.36 The crypt was obviously meant to be a family resting place, 
which clearly elicits importance. The two artists have portraits on each side of the altar, above 
the doors, denoting their presence once again. The boldest and most obvious connection remains 
on the exterior, as the façades are intertwined, with interweaving motifs and decoration. Being 
privately funded, the project was a mix of secular and religious iconography, yet free from most 
of the provisions from such entities. 
 As mentioned in the introduction, there are those who argue that the church has 
transformed too much since the initial building, to still be considered the same church space. 
Over the years, there were disasters that heavily affected the church, including a bombing and at 
least one documented fire. These were followed by restorations, yet sometimes not quickly 
enough, some not done well enough, and some changed the decor more extensively than the 
destructions. During World War II, Munich was hit quite hard and Asamkirche was largely 
destroyed especially the west part, including the columns of the upper main altar were destroyed. 
The vestry was also destroyed, as well as the bell tower, neither having been rebuilt.37 There was 
major damage to the ceiling, included an extended amount of cracking do to humidity and 
exposure. Additionally the rock forms out front were harmed. The church was to a large part 
restored, and then there was a fire, in which the pews were destroyed.38 There have been many 
changes, but the overall themes remain. 
3. Description: Visual Analysis 
 As just outlined an accurate visual analysis of the church from an eighteenth century 
perspective is not just difficult because of the physical changes but because of the distance in 
time that has passed. Some of the changes are not feasible to experience. The lighting changes, 
for example are hard to image, as this would change the perception of the coloring and so on. 
Instead, it is through the changes and more importantly the themes that prevailed that meaning 
can be found. The history of the church is portrayed by literature through a web of citations, with 
conflicting ideas and impeded even more by sources that do not provide sourcing at all, making 
some unknowns.  
                                                
36 The connections are mentioned often, one more in depth source is Schauerte 2011. 
37 Riedl 1977, 5. 
38 For a complete analysis of destruction see Riedl 1977, 5; Bauer et al. 1977, 9-13. 
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 A specific iconographic or symbolic reading can no longer be credible. For example the 
layout of the church is quite clearly the same as is the architectural and decorative motifs. 
However, the individual veracity of the current in relationship to the original becomes tedious 
and much in vain. For example, the original upper altar was a silver relief sculpture of Saint 
Johann Nepomuk, and that is all that is known about it, with the replacements over the years, 
certain associations have been lost.39 In addition, every crevice and section of the church is 
decorated, thereby an exact and extremely detailed all encompassing visual description would be 
an extravagant account and much wasted. Instead an overall impression of the interrelationship 
of the elements will be provided. The description will move from the exterior to the interior, by 
denoting the larger pieces of art and highlighting repetitive features that create themes within the 
larger whole. For instance, upon entry, the light world of the street is transformed into darkness. 
Light becomes an important feature, which has changed throughout the history of the church, but 
the overall program once again stays the same, as the most light has always helped to illuminate 
the focal point of the architectural composition. 
3.1 Façade 
 The church of Saint Johann Nepomuk, sits in the middle of a row of buildings on the 
Sendlinger Straße in the Altstaat of Munich, Germany (Figs. 1-4).40 Visually, it blends into the 
row, at least from a distance, but as one approaches the facade begins to enter the sidewalk. The 
large sculptural mass of rocks and the portico are especially large and thereby the most 
immediately relevant to the passerby (Fig. 7). Even those who do not look up at the rest of the 
church notice and avoid the protruding architecture. The entirety of the façade is covered, by 
sculpture, decoration and/or color. These elements intertwine to create a ‘Gesamtkunstwerk’ or 
one large composition out of the many individual elements and mediums, which will also be 
discussed in a later section on the subject specifically. The curvature of the façade leads into a 
fantastical narrative of classical architectural elements and a play of sculptural symbolism. An 
array of columns dominates the front decor with a variation in depth and size. From the outer 
edges in there is a transition from large wall pilasters mimicking a colossal order which spans the 
entirety of the height, to the interior full columns which appear in two levels. The affect is a 
                                                
39 Lieb 1969, 152. This is a very complex and debated issue, see also Bauer et al, 1977; 152; Lieb 1971; Riedl 1977; 
Lamb 1937. 
40 For a concise chronological timeline see Lieb 1969, 152. 
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protruding frontage piece, as the columns develop more depth towards the center. The entire 
front façade is crowned with a large pediment spanning the width of the building, supporting a 
rose window and a curving entablature. Inside of the larger structure, the upper middle columns 
support a non-traditional arch reflective of the same shape as the roofline. This inner arch is 
elaborately decorated and adorned with a capstone sculpture of a flaming heart with wings, that 
is inscribed with “Fides Spes Charitas in Joanne Unitas”[roughly translates to Faith, Hope and 
Charity unite in Johann] and flanked by two heavenly beings, denoting the sacrament of Christ, 
one holding the wine and the other holding the bread (Fig. 5). The foremost and lowest columns 
that surround the door are crowned by an arch and gable, which supports a fantastical set of 
sculptures in the round (Fig. 6). This has been identified as the patron Saint of this church, Saint 
Johann Nepomuk kneeling and looking towards the sky surrounded by multiple putti and two 
medium sized winged beings (Faith and Hope);41 one holding fire, and the other a crucifix and 
book.42 The various putti around the entablature, as well as sculptural garland proceed through 
the entirety of the church and the house facades as well as the interior of the church. Notably the 
large outer most columns have capitals that include relief busts with identifying scrolls, paying 
tribute to those who made the project possible. The right side is Johann Theodor whom was the 
Bishop that approved the construction, and to the left is the pope who canonized the Saint, 
Benedict XIII.43 No matter the size of the columns they are all of simple base, yet crowned with 
an extensive capital. This capital in various mediums is found throughout the construction, with 
three central flaming hearts surrounded by foliage and flanked by scrolls or volute. Not only is 
the front dynamic, creating a sense of moment and fluctuation through sculpture and decoration, 
but it is colorfully embellished; sandstone, yellow stone, green and tones of red, create an 
additional aesthetic interest. The colors increase with darkness and intensity towards the center 
and constitute an additional framing to the central grouping of sculptures and the darkly colored 
wooden doors. These dark doors, maintain the same iconographic agenda, this time in relief 
sculpture on wood.44 One round window crowns the doors, while each door also has a large 
widow decorated by a gilded star. There are four scenes surrounding the starred windows, two on 
each element depict the life of Saint Johann Nepomuk; top left is St. Nepomuk in the dungeon 
                                                
41 Identified in Lieb 1969, 50. 
42 Feulner 1931, 21. 
43 Feulner 1931, 21. 
44 The current doors are reproductions, the originals are at the Bavarian State Museum. 
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holding a crucifix (Fig. 8), the top right is him being tortured by henchmen (Fig. 9), the bottom 
left is the ascension of his soul which threw the henchmen to the ground (Fig. 10), and finally the 
adoration of the Saint at his altar, by pilgrims(Fig. 11).45 Note that the altar present in the last 
two scenes is visually similar to the one inside this church, creating a foreshadowing. The 
exterior also functions on a larger scale as a foreshadowing to what will be seen inside, uniting 
the structure in another way.46 
3.2 Vestibule 
 In the vestibule, the only light enters from the three round windows in and above the 
doors. Within the small oval chamber there is much to be seen, and as the viewer becomes 
accustom to the darkness of the light situation, different aspects become evident. The entirety of 
the interior is covered in scagliola, to create the illusion of marble and elegance, without the 
price, but also fits into the idea of artificiality which will be addressed later. The green and peach 
celling of the entry is decorated with a gilded sun, yet it can appear to be blue and red based on 
the amount of light which enters through the windows. In the vestibule, as in the rest of the 
church there is no shortage of script and, inscription, nor of paintings; the walls are filled with 
decoration, each with some significance. The entire room is symmetrical in the plan; as is the 
sculptural placement. Flanking the width of the room, are two large sculptures above two sets of 
confessionals, to the right is Saint Jerome[Hieronymus], accompanied but putti and identified by 
name plate and attributes. The large sculpture opposite is Saint Peter, identified and surrounded 
similarly. These larger stucco sculptures are accompanied by more text, which is not directly 
important here but will be discussed in the section on the emblematic program. The confessional 
chairs below the largest sculptures are wooden, at one point they had frescoes painted in them, 
which are now gone or mostly faded. On the front of the confessional doors are symbols, namely 
a dragon breathing fire and flaming sword. Situationally, the sculptures are flanked by four 
pilaster-strips, which are crowned with angels as capitals.47 These pilasters break the room into 
four sections and also flank the two entrances. Lastly of note from the eighteenth century, is the 
large epitaph dedicated to St. Johan Nepomuk, made by Ignaz Günther during the mid century, 
                                                
45 Feulner 1931, 21. 
46 Feulner, 1931, 21. Argues that the outside prepares you for the inside. 
47 Feulner 1931, 22. These are clearly angels, however this source has identified them as Archangels, but no others 
for this discussion this is irrelevant. 
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however it was added later, but it is of a contemporary style.48 Another item which would have 
been, added later is now on the left wall to the right of St. Peter, a small dedication to Alois 
Zetter, from the late twentieth century and plays into the continued theatricality of the whole 
thing.49 These additional inclusions do not distract from the overall theme, but are of note. Every 
inch of this church is taken into decorative consideration, even the stoups on the walls, are in the 
shape of a shell. A large decorative grate is added in 1776, which separates this space from the 
main room. 50  It is highly symbolic and follows most of the motifs present, thereby 
foreshadowing once again. 
3.3 The Nave 
 The layout of the ‘ saalkirche’ (saloon nave) (fig. 12) is much the same as the vestibule, 
with each side mirroring the other but the shape is more of a rounded rectangle. Many of the 
sculptures are again white pilaster, contrasting the foe marble walls, which with the addition of 
the gilding creates even more contrast. The rhythm created by the parallels and patterns that 
begin on the façade with the columns, continue into the vestibule and then the nave, achieving a 
balance within the decoration. The main room is two stories creating a large open space, again lit 
from behind. A large window on the eastern facade lets in most of the light. The upper nave also 
has a window on the north side, there are two long skinny windows flanking the altar in the 
lower nave of which only the north side gives in light and the high altar and ceiling are lit by two 
skylights. The last window to take mention of is in the upper altar and consists of a yellow glass. 
The entirety of the lighting program will be discussed later in the section on the topic 
specifically. The comprehensive visual program like the light creates a composition in the 
architecture, interlaced, but directed towards the altars and then upwards to the Gnadenstuhl 
above the second altar which is God pulling the crucified Jesus into heaven.  
3.3.1 Lower Program 
 Starting from the grate, the lowest level is set up by paralleling sculptures above 
confessionals like what can be seen in the vestibule, then two smaller frescoes, two larger frescos 
which are interrupted by openings; on the left is the crypt entrance (now gated, Fig 28) and the 
                                                
48 Feulner 1931, 22; Leib 1969, 152. 
49 For more on the Alois Zetter story, see Weichslgartner, Alois J. Die Asamkirche Oder Der Bürgersinn. München: 
Meissner, 1977. Print.. 
50 Lieb 1969, 152. 
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right is another set of confessionals (Fig 29), then finally the left side contains a fresco and to the 
right is the pulpit of Egid.51 The first four end before the chancel and the last two items are 
within it. This fresco series, was originally done by Franz Erasmus Asam (1720-1795), who was 
the son of Cosmas, and Christian Wink (1838-1797), after Cosmas’ death in the eighteenth 
century. The five frescos are framed by pseudo arches and show a program from the life of 
Christ. Along the left side and towards the altar are: “the guardian angels,” “Christ driving out 
the money changers from the temple” (Fig. 28) and “Mary Magdalen washing the feet of Jesus.” 
To the right and also in a westward direction, is “Mary giving the rosary to St. Dominic” and 
“Christ washing the feet of Peter at the last supper” (Fig 29).52 These frescos are all divided by 
dual pilaster columns reflective of the exterior design. The nave ends at a marble step, and 
wooden railing, that divides it from the chancel. 
 The eastern end of the church, being the altar area, consists of a final rounding of the 
nave, and another oval shape reflective of the vestibule. Within the larger room, there are four 
large sculptures in the ‘corners’ beginning to the with those flanking the entrance, in niches 
above confessionals, and surrounded by angles and putti; on the right is The Rising of the Sinners 
and on left is The Rising of the Righteous.53 It is noteworthy not that the righteous is being 
crowned but that the sinners are not. The latter becomes the exception, not only for this paring 
but for the entirety of the sculptural program. Again like the the vestibule the confessional doors 
have symbols the north is a skull and crossbones and the south the all seeing eye of God. The 
two large statues which parallel these are also housed in niches located inside the chancel area 
above small tables and reliquaries. To the left is the virgin Mary with baby Jesus and to the right 
is Joseph with young Jesus, again both sculptures are being crowned by angels and surrounded 
by putti, which is a consistent theme throughout this church and will be addressed as such in the 
rhetoric section. It is here, that the program of Jesus’s life is concluded with only three 
exceptions; in the uppermost altar area with the ascension and two relief sculptures in the upper 
nave. In the chancel area, leading compositionally to the altar are a series of eight angels topping 
pilasters, much like what is seen in the vestibule. The nearer two are pointing forward and down 
to the altar specifically and the next set visible are leading to the altar with their sightline. The 
                                                
51 Identification of Pulpit, Feulner 1931, 67. 
52 Feulner 1931, 61-64. 
53 Feulner 46, 52-3. Also it is referred to as a reference to Cenodoxus, a play from the early seventeenth century by 
Joacob Bidermann, see Lieb 1971, 198. 
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furthest two, are pulling back a curtain which appears behind and above the altar. The last two 
are between the first and second set, which can only be seen from the altar area when looking 
backwards towards the entrance. Intermixed with the angels, are paintings and latin inscriptions 
making reference to the rite of communion. The balcony of the second floor creates a visual link 
from between the upper and lower program. 
3.3.2 Upper Program 
 A magnitude of the church decor including: the doors as seen previously, the two formal 
altars, upper nave frescos, cornice sculptures and the ceiling fresco promote the life of Saint 
Johann Nepomuk. The upper nave consists of the organ loft, a very narrow walkway, and the 
upper altar space. The layout of this level is quite different in context, although it remains 
balanced. There is little more than a narrow walkway, for access to the upper levels of 
neighboring apartments. The organ loft is distinctly different from the rest of the decor and 
contains many associations with Charles VII and music.54 
 The large frescos from the lower nave, and the forward sculptures of Mary and Joseph 
with Jesus are paralleled in this section. The two large frescos in the upper nave are of the 
Adoration of the relic of the Saint Johann Nepomuk (Fig. 27) on the north side, and the south 
side is the Adoration of the tomb of St. Johann Nepomuk in Prague (Fig. 26).55 The frescoes here 
interlace with the upper cove and ceiling, in the story of St. Nepomuk, but mirror their lower 
counter parts with phantasmic architecture and similar compositions, including the central focal 
point with staircases.The sculptures on the west end flanking the altar area are both Johns, John 
the Baptist and John the Evangelist (Fig.23), both identified by their attributes. Below these 
sculptures are two roundels again featuring Mary and Joseph each with baby Jesus respectively. 
Four solomonic or spiral columns frame the upper altar. The architecture from the lower nave is 
mimicked; as pilasters from the lower nave turn into painted columns in the upper. There is 
much that cannot be seen from the lower level, such as doorways leading to the connecting 
houses, and even a hallway which lead to Egid’s apartment, directly. The architecture becomes 
more artificial, and dependent on perspective. For example there are curtains on the bannisters 
that appear to be a part of the frescos and so on, perspective allows for this increased blurring of 
the arts. Or an angel crowning a sculpture which is only clear from a certain perspective. 
                                                
54 Feulner 1931, 26. 
55 Feulner 1931, 63. 
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3.3.3 The Cove Sculptures and Ceiling Fresco Programs 
 These two areas promote the same program as the upper nave and continue to increase in 
artificiality, by intensifying the blurring of the arts. The cove crowning the walls seems simply 
decorative from the main floor but from the upper balcony a row of silver reliefs becomes 
visible. This series of reliefs in the cove, continue the life and story of the life of Saint Johann 
Nepomuk, beginning with the birth of the saint, above the entrance of Egid’s door in the upper 
altar and continuing around clockwise highlighting his early life and ending with his 
imprisonment. The ceiling fresco (Fig. 30) continues the story, starting with the cardinal virtues 
and the fall of the vises in the east end, moving towards the altar, are the later scenes of St. 
Nepomuk’s life, specifically those things which lead to his canonization and ending at the west 
end with the triumph of christian virtues.56 The painted architecture of the ceiling fresco, is 
visually believable, and blends into the near by decor (Fig. 39). Especially, the scenes at the east 
and west ends, appear realistic. The architectural structure of the ceiling is brought into question 
as the saucer done appears to extend high beyond its physical limits. 
3.4 Altars 
 The altars bring together an overall representation of the church program. Based on the 
viewpoint of Egid’s bedroom window and together they make up a strong focal line of the 
church. From this vantage point there are four altars, the crypt through a manhole in the floor, the 
lower altar (Fig 15), upper altar (Fig. 14) and the Gnadenstuhl. Little is written about the crypt, 
as it was inaccessible until 1935,57 and is still in major need of repairs. Neither brother is buried 
here, in fact both of their graves are unknown. However, there is an Asam laid to rest in the 
crypt, the sister, Maria Salome Schmid58 
 This progression, upwards, parallels the brothers as represented in the crypt with the foe 
tomb of St. Nepomuk. then to the Saint’s ascension in the upper altar which is now lost, and to 
the Gnadenstuhl with the ascension of Jesus. This is the iconographic program presented as seen 
through out the church, a space between earth and heaven, highlighting repentance, especially 
through communion and baptism, thereby achieving eternal life. As an overall program this is 
                                                
56 Feulner 1931, 58-60. 
57 Lamb 1937, 311. 
58 Lieb 1969, 152. 
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conceivable, and much of the same argument that Feulner made in his book,59 but again, this 
could be misinterpreted, based in changes that have occurred.  
 Physically the altars themselves have been changed, specifically concerning the altar of 
the upper nave. The upper altar is described two different ways in its ‘original’ state. Most likely 
a relief sculpture of the Saint in silver, was present and was light grossly by the skylight behind 
the Gnadenstuhl.60 This quote summarizes it well, “Im Obergeschoss öffnete sich ursprünglich 
ein grosses Fenster, vor welchem frei eine plastische Figure des hl. Johann Nepomuk in der 
Anbetung aufgestellt war… Nachdem der Unterteil des Hauptaltars schon 1783 abgeändert 
worden war, entfernte man im frühen 19. Jahrhundert im Oberteil die Plastik, vermauerte die 
Lichtführung und setzte dafür ein trübes, schwächliches Ölbild ein.”61 The addition of the upper 
altar window was perceived in the 1970’s to be inaccurate and controversial. However, it seems 
that the upper altar has always been flooded by light, if not a visible window than the one hiding 
behind the Gnadenstuhl. The original situation can not be agreed on, and it is definitely a 
struggle to understand a chronological progression. It is close to impossible to know what was 
there and exactly when. For this discourse, it is only important that the altar, is still Asamesk, in 
that it functions as a part of the larger program and visually reflects other altars as created by the 
Asams.62 Today, it is has a yellowed colored window with the golden sculpture of the Ascension 
of the Virgin surrounding it.63 Compositionally, it seems to not have changed, as the eye does not 
stop at the second layer, instead it keeps going even beyond to the Gnadenstuhl. Indicating that 
the function of this area has not changed, only the specific iconography. Finally the last altar, the 
Gnadenstuhl is a large sculptural grouping which features Christ being lifted by God into to the 
optical illusion of the ceiling, or ‘Heaven,’. The back lighting of this altar creates a powerful 
affect, as Jesus is lifted into Heaven, the Holy Ghost appears as a dove, which parallels the 
Baptism of Christ, when Jesus rose back out of the water, Heaven opened and he saw the dove, 
here Heaven is opening for him again.64 This merger of narrative, light, sculpture, fresco and 
illusion is the pinnacle of the spiritual portrayal of the Asam Brothers’ Asamkirche.  
                                                
59 Feulner 1931. 
60 Hempel, 1965, 186; Lieb 1969, 152. 
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62 This discussion goes beyond the importance of this discourse, and could be an entire thesis on its own accord. 
63 Hitchcock 1968, 83. 
64 THE HOLY BIBLE, NEW INTERNATIONAL VERSION®, NIV® Copyright © 1973, 1978, 1984, 2011, 
Matthew 3:13-17 and Luke 3:31-22.  
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3.5 The Lighting Situation 
 Regardless of the lighting changes as mentioned throughout the discourse so far, the 
lighting condition has never failed to highlight the above altar program, nor the Gnadenstuhl 
focal center. It is light which creates the overall impression of space through unity, by directing 
the composition, but also by setting a mood of intrigue and darkness. It is as though things are 
born out of the darkness, slowly developing as a polaroid photograph would. Beyond this, the 
light outside, creates extreme dynamism within the church; morning to night, sunshine to rain, or 
cloudy to sunny (Figs. 16-24). The lighting in the church is constantly changing the atmosphere 
of the interior. As mentioned above in the nave description, only three sides of the church have 
exterior windows, and only two windows let in significant light: being the large east and north 
windows. Light highlights the important parts of the church, and is used as a tool by the Asam 
brothers. Especially in that the light sources appear hidden from the main points of view. The 
1937 article by Carl Lamb is clear, that even then the church was not always as dark as it once 
was and it has continually gotten darker.65 Considering the extension of the priests house 
upwards, the light had already changed.66 However, considering the positioning of the church 
between the homes directly, this space would have never been brilliantly lit like some of the later 
Rococo spaces, and paralleling it with the church at Weltenburg it was never meant to be. The 
use of light to create a mood or as a compositional tool, were not the only functions it had. 
 Egid and Cosmas, used light also to break down the barriers between mediums, by using 
it overall as just discussed, but also by using it as a part of sculptural designs and realistically 
depicting it in frescos. Sculpture lit by back lighting according to Lamb in the article “Die 
Ursprünglichen Lichtverhältnisse in der Asamkirche in München,” brings the sculpture to life.67 
This is evident in the back lighting of the altars at Asamkirche, but also in the indirect lighting on 
the whole. As the light changes and sparkles around the space, things appear to have a 
dynamism. Taking this a step further, Dasser suggests that both brothers through the use of real 
and painted light attempt to create an “otherworldly affect.”68 They transform the space, through 
illusionistic lighting. There is an undeniable change from the outside world to the one inside of 
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this church. The brothers uses of lighting in all mediums to create such an effect is explained 
beautifully in the phrase, “The bonds of space by all the devices of perspectival illusion and 
fanciful light.”69 
3.6 ‘Gesamtkunstwerk’ 
 Light plays a uniting feature by blurring the boarders between sculpture, painting and 
architecture creating a ‘Gesamtkunstwerk’ or one entire composition made of many smaller 
elements.70 The context is intertwining, with sculpture, stucco and paint, all reliant on one  
another for understanding and meaning. Feulner puts this well when he says: “Die einzelne 
Form, aus dem Zusammenhang gerissen, bleibt such unverständlich, weil sie nur in ihrem 
Verhältnis zur daneben liegenden Form richtig gesehen werden kann, und weil nur das grosse 
Ganze erklärt, wie beim Sehen von Bildern…Auch eine Trennung von Architektur und 
Dekoration ist nicht möglich, weil beide eines sind, weil die Ausstattung Schon in der 
Schöpferischen Konzeption mit den Raume verwachsen ist.”71 A true ‘Gesamtkunstwerk’ occurs 
when what is real and what is illusionistic, are indistinguishable.72 This effect is enhanced 
through techniques of art used in which certain mediums function like others. For example, 
frescos that look like architecture. In addition there are motifs and decorations which extend 
throughout multiple parts of the church and are impregnated into the various mediums. Such as 
the garland, which is used though out the structure, inside and on the facade. There are other 
examples as well, like similar column capitals, putti, color, and other elements which create 
repetition. Even more literally there are examples of overlapping, where a single element will 
extend beyond its boarders, such as in the capitals of the largest and outer most columns of the 
facade. In which the decoration, of the foliage and the scroll, crosses over and intrudes the space 
next to it. The red gable of the upper columns take into account the round window, by mimicking 
the curvature with a fluctuation in the arch that seems to continue into the above curvature of the 
top pediment. Each element corresponds with another to create an entirety. The decoration 
becomes so engrained and inseparable from the building structure, in some cases the structural 
elements are not visible at all, the true layout becomes hidden by the theatrical artificiality of the 
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design. This overall and interlacing idea of the ‘Gesamtkunstwerk,’ is indicative of the Asam 
style, Lieb even uses “Asamschen Raumkonzeptionoen” as a term used to describe the synthesis 
of the room idea.73 It is through these ideas of ‘Gesamtkunstwerk,’ emblems, and rhetoric that 
cultural analysis can become more clear or readable. One is no longer in the baroque mindset to 
interpret this church as a contemporary would have. However, through a theoretical frame work 
of eighteenth century rhetoric, emblem studies and theatricality, this paper will now move to a 
description of the cultural foundation of understanding. 
4. Contextualization: A key to readability 
 The idea of blurring boundaries as in ‘Gesamtkunstwerk’ is essential to emblem studies 
and rhetorics, where reliance and interdependence are key.74 To transition, to an emblematic 
agenda and theatrical rhetoric it is essential to understand the contextual basis for the themes and 
signifiers that are presented. There are some basic understandings which should be considered 
before the discussion moves on. Firstly, a historiographic and contextual basis must be applied 
and understood based on the previous sections about the church and the artists. Secondly, “It is 
too easy to say the intention of the picture,” and this phrase becomes problematic, to understand 
intention is impossible without, an artists confession.75 Instead, it is themes and repetitive motifs 
that reveal meaning. Thirdly, there are no absolutes, for instance the iconographic program is 
private, secular, religious, and public but it also includes iconography associated with classical 
forms. Although these ideas are very different, they are brought together cohesively and 
contingently based on the decor. Fourthly, the iconographical complications begin immediately 
on the outside of the church and no one reading by the viewer is more correct than another. The 
rocks on the façade for example could be read as a reference to the Biblical story of Peter who 
said that he would build his church on the rocks.76 This is possible but, not a define, and it may 
be more likely that the rocks are like the sides of the river bank, in reference to the Saint 
Nepomuk’s domain of water. Again, these unsupported assumptions is what this discourse will 
attempt to avoid. Instead it will focus on ideas more like, how is the story of the Saint is told 
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through the iconography; one reference is simply not enough, it needs to maintain consistently to 
elicit meaning. 
 The previous iconographic understandings of the church seems to be grasping at straws 
so to speak, in that they are very presumptuous. Feulner and Laing draw connections from the 
rocks of the exterior and the lighting from above that the church, especially in the latter text is 
suggested that to becomes some sort of underwater cavern paralleling the death of the Saint.77 
However, this analogy seems to good to be true, when considering the urban situation of the 
church, and the inability to increase the lower lighting. Many of the authors addressed in this 
discourse suggest that the overall program of the church is ascension or repentance, denoted by 
the sculptures, inscriptions and frescos, especially the first two sculptures of the nave and the 
“angels-herms” caping the columns around the altar.78 However, this ignores the entirety of the 
transformational environment. Busch and Lohse in Baukunst des Barock in Europa, denote that 
the space is transitional, or that there is a lack of difference between illusion and reality. It is in 
theatrical way that they say, “Es entfaltet sich das Szenarium eines himmlischen Schauspiels, 
über dem in der obersten Glorie die Dreifaltigkeit schwebt.”79 This is also more believable 
because they focus on the most central focal point, the Gnadenstuhl. In order to progress, it must 
be understood that, meaning relies on cultural associations which create a rhetorical aspect which 
will be examined in the section ‘rhetorics.’ 
 Peter M. Daly suggests that these emblematic, rhetorical or even iconographic programs 
have important “societal, political and religious context and an impression of the institutions of 
the builder or designer.”80 Hence the importance of understanding the history of the building and 
the artists, but also of the culture in which the building developed form. Said another way, it is 
essential to go “beyond an identification of symbols to a ‘cultural contextualizing.”81This 
discourse will move forward by forming an overall portrayal of the eighteenth century and then 
surrounding the building’s themes with cultural references. These factors that structure the 
meaning within a society; not just as a code of images.This is not a one sided either or issue, it is 
important to look at all of the cultural contexts, to find meaning. Not only are there religious 
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connotations as this is a church, but as Burgard puts the idea into perspective in having said: “the 
structure is both secular and religious in its intentions and there for its imagery.”82 
4.1 History: External Context 
 Fundamentally the eighteenth century was transitional. 83  The development of the 
individual self, with the decline of the feudal system allowed for people to invest in and find 
their own interests. The theatre became a form of entertainment but also “for human beings, 
being theatrical…meant literally that they were a theatre, a place where their character was on 
display for all to see”84 Booming off of the enlightenment era, curiosity and intrigue were 
popular aspects of life. Architecture began being created for this purpose, the carefully hidden 
doorway, for a surprise entrance, or carefully placed mirrors that allowed for distanced 
interaction.85 For Bavaria, the Baroque and Rococo styles transitioned closely from the Italian 
and French versions, in to a magnificent theatrical spectacle of the church. The brothers had 
familiarity with Bernini, the master of the “theatre sacrum.” In this idea of architecture, there is a 
theatricality that creates an artificial experience and stage like presentation for the viewer in a 
convincing enough way that they feel they are acting The connections between the arts and the 
theatre reached beyond a societal aspect to that of design commonalties. A theatre curtain, for 
example, in a painting or in architecture, can symbolize a theatrical setting. The veil between 
reality and theatricality in this century was all but lost. The Bavarian version of this century 
brought authors such as Johan Wolfgang von Goethe, who transformed the literary world into a 
grand narrative. In a world so affected by illusionary arts, that with the publication of Goethe’s 
The Sorrows of the Young Wether, a rush of suicides paralleling the ending of the book was 
sparked. It is clear that the society was one of dramatics, which could not maintain the distinction 
between reality and fiction.86 Although this happens after the church is finished it speaks to the 
society in which the church was built, Goethe himself spoke of peoples desires to “transform 
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poetry into reality.”87 Artificially in the eighteenth century was not laden with all of the negative 
connotations that develop as a part of the french revolution, instead it was socially acceptable to 
play a part, and be some what mysterious. It was embraced and glorified, in this connotation as a 
transitive experience of christian faith through architecture.  
 To set the stage, so to speak, for the building even more, it is interesting to look at the 
stories that surrounded the inspiration for the church. As its intent has born out a mythical story 
of itself. The selection of the patron saint and naming of the church go hand in hand, however the 
latter follows the former, which is again a complicated story. The most theatrical and extreme 
version alludes to the idea that, the myth is not only important as a story dealing with the church 
but that it gives insight into the time in which the church was built, the culture surrounding the 
building.88 A “playfulness and theatrically” of the culture is reflected by the mythology.89 The  
story is called a pious but believable legend by Feulner. Egid was bringing a ship loaded with the 
brothers’ works down the Danube, when the waters got dangerous. Then Egid asked for the help 
of St. Johann Nepomuk who was the saint of the waters, and the danger passed. It was in this 
moment when according to legend, Egid decided to build a church dedicated to this Saint.90 The 
more accurate but unconfirmed the idea, is that Egid wanted to build a veneration of his faith, on 
his own accord, to show his deep religiosity. The cult of Saint Johan Nepomuk had reached its 
peak during the early eighteenth century, making it a logical and popular choice.91 The 
canonization of the Saint in 1729, confirms how trendy it would have been to incorporate st. 
Nepomuk92.There is also that St. Johann Nepomuk was the patron saint of Munich and Bavaria.93  
Lastly, as mentioned earlier, the brothers seem to have had a fondness for the Saint, as Cosmas 
had many decedents named after him. So although there are realistic and logical associations 
between this Saint and the location of this church, the association of a fantastical story, does give 
insight into the dramatics, of the culture in which the church and its creators were immersed.  
 Peter Hughes, in an article about approaching the literature of a time past, insists that the 
context of the contemporary culture is essential to understanding. He specifically uses two words  
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in which he aligned with the the eighteenth century; “fanaticism and enthusiasm.”94 Being as 
though these ideas are rather individually based, it then becomes a goal of literature and culture 
to “describe intense spiritual experience.”95 His point then moves onto the issue of readability, 
this again refers to the idea that items are only understood when contextualized.96 Daly refers to 
the contemporary culture as a "reality" for the depiction.97 In a later article he instead says this 
this way “adequate understanding requires that the architectural emblem be contextualized…”98 
An iconographic or representative program can be aloof and complex, as they can be read on 
many levels, depending on the viewers knowledge base. Contemporary literary, artistic, secular, 
religious, political and or musical associations help to understand an architecture of the past. So 
in coming back around, the fanaticism and enthusiasm of culture must be addressed in visual 
interpretation of an eighteenth century space, including this church.  
 Daly also discuses the idea of historical process or historiography, which is essential in 
the study of architecture, that one understands the building, its decoration and its contents were 
put together for a specific situation, which in turn leads to the ideas of emblematic and rhetoric.99 
A carefully structured narrative created by the patron architect and designer, which in this case is 
all the same. The idea of the ‘Gesamtkunstwerk,’ or entirety of a work by blurring the lines of 
which art is what, is also suggested here that the understating is interdisciplinary.100 Hughes ends 
with a call to look beyond formalism and says “a work of literature is not only a knowable 
object. It is also a place where the myth touches us.”101 This is reflective in art as well. There is a 
connection between the viewer and the object, one that merges a narrative with a visual myth 
that is an interpretation of the artist. These cultural objects wether literary or art works, must be 
considered in the larger cultural aspects.102 These are the reasons we must move from an 
iconographic interpretation especially of biblical sources, as it is easy to say that this is a 
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sculpture of Mary, but how does this portrayal of Mary differ from others, how does this speak to 
the culture. 
 There is a lot of disunity in the art history discipline over the definition and descriptions 
of the Baroque, late Baroque and Rococo stylistic eras. The argument stems around the styles 
ability to adapt, speaking many different regional and national languages. It is beyond the scope 
of this paper to argue, to deem which term is most appropriate but instead it is more important to 
focus on how this church functions as a part of the larger overall emblematic and rhetorical 
program. This discourse rejects a stylistic historiography, and instead approaches the architecture 
from the object outwards towards cultural relativism. There are those who argue that the Baroque 
(including the late and rococo elements) go beyond a set of standard architectural elements.103 
Some of the overall trends that exist are upward movement, artificiality and theatricality as well 
as the inclusion of classical forms. Some theorists who have found a way to encapsulate the 
essence of the baroque are Christian Norberg-Schulz, John Bourke, Henry-Russell Hitchcock 
and Kenneth Garlick. The last captures the essence simply by saying that it has a “spell-binding 
effect.”104 It is the feeling, the experience, of the church, and its function is to draw in the viewer 
to an artificial but believable space where you became a apart of the theatricality of the upward 
movement and crowned with the illusion of the open sky above. Asamkirche is filled with this 
type of artificial understanding and optical illusion. The ideas that have been mentioned along 
side of this atypical understanding of ‘style,’ also relate to the culture of the eighteenth century. 
The idea if the ‘Gesamtkunstwerk’ within the church, and the overall blending of the church into 
and against its connected buildings is/can be read through the idea that “the mean of a thing 
consists not in the ing itself but in its relation to other things.”105 
4.2 Emblematic Program 
 Emblem studies is based on the premise that many emblem books were produced in the 
early modern era, forming a codified system of what an emblem is, based on certain attributes.106 
As an important cultural relic, emblems and emblem books provide a connection, between the 
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past, the present, the symbol, the narrative, the image and the written word.107An emblem is quite 
simply, an icon with a correlated text, that helps to define the associated meaning, but can also be 
strictly allegorical.108 They also function on multiple levels: as a signifier, a thematic queue or a 
compositional tool to be understood as rhetorical. In this section the first two types will be 
emphasized, and the rhetorical elements maybe noted but will be discussed in the next section 
pertaining to the subject specifically. There are five characteristics or types of emblems which 
can be applied to the program at Asamkirche: ornamental, marginal, moveable, framing and 
contain a quote.109 Anything from the shape of the building, to the layout, to the decorative 
program and even to specific elements can be emblematic.110 It is important to understand that 
this is a religiously loaded space and there are christian emblem books, which would allow for a 
reading of the church as a cast of formal emblems. However, instead of a path from picture to 
text, it is also important to consider Daly’s line of thought, that rather than the text giving 
meaning to the picture, the images are depictions of text.111 This is also reliant on the idea that, 
with emblems “the beholder is challenged to provide the conclusion of the emblem by actively 
continuing the line of thought to produce a possible interpretation, thus completing the emblem” 
by the individuals ability to read the clues.112 Through these understandings, discourse will strive 
for more of an emblematic application than a formal emblem identification. Focusing on 
examples of the emblem like structures and not the iconographic reading. As is stressed 
throughout the entirely of this text, it is about how the church is speaking more than what it is 
saying.  
 Emblems, in general rely on cultural readability and there by are enigmatic, as multiple 
meanings can be derived, and intended readership will and must be addressed.113 As individuals 
have different life experiences, which give them different knowledge bases, no two people read 
an emblem the exact same way. That being considered, the meaning is completely dependent on 
the viewers knowledge base. This is where the cultural aspect comes in, as a sort of rosetta stone 
of understanding emblems. The religious or secular associations are usually fairly blatant or well 
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known, as must people both then and now, are familiar with the biblical stories. However, most 
people today, would not get the association of the theatrical curtain for example, where 
contemporaries would be familiar with the association. In considering the clarity of meanings, it 
is also important to remember that this space is not only religious and well known but private 
and “…in the case of private building more enigmatic images may be appropriate.”114 Regarding 
the indented readership makes the clarity more complex, as the brothers were the intended 
readers, so it must also be accepted that some meaning died with them. But also, it is dependent 
on a cultural relativity, that is beyond any other association theatrical as expressed above. 
 From the largest structure to the smallest detail, everything is relative and communicates 
together. Considering this mass amount of emblematic meaning and the limitations of this text, 
this discourse will highlight examples of different types of emblems functioning on different 
levels within Asamkirche. To make it evident again these are not all strictly images with text, but 
also emblematic features which function like an emblem to create meaning. The lack of a visible 
infrastructure, reflects the illusiveness and frivolity of the eighteenth century culture acting as a 
framing device for the overall mood. What the viewer sees is not necessarily what is truly there. 
The façade again frames but is also ornamental and quotational, because it has the ability to act 
visually and physically on many levels. There are many thematic motifs that begin on this outer 
shell, and continue inside, the garland, putti, capitals and coloring for instance. The exterior then 
also provides foreshadowing of content and design and thereby visually frames the context of the 
church, not just the physical space. For those who are familiar with the Saint or the building, the 
sculpture of the St. Johann Nepomuk may be easily identified. While for others the flaming heart 
which crowns the upper level of the building, may hold meaning, or there are those who would 
identify the inscription on the heart which was identified earlier, and denotes the sovereignty of 
the Saint for this church. Moving into the interior the lighting, creates an effect of space, 
although interpreted differently, it has an overall program, and the decor elements come together 
like the pictures and the text in a literary emblem. They compose a narrative in respect to each 
other, which begins to be rhetorical and will be discussed more later. However, now it is 
important to take note of the prevalent emblems that exist literally in the church. For example the 
large sculptures and frescos almost all have associated text, usually a bible verse or a name and 
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then additional scripture or other associations. For example, the sculpture of The Rising of the 
Righteous (fig. 25), includes a nearby angel which holds an open book, that has inscribed with “ 
Hi autem in vital aeternam” (roughly, “these eternal life”), making the identity and message of 
the sculpture even more clear with words. There are many more examples of this throughout the 
church space, sometimes words attached to sculpture or frescos, but every time, it specifies a 
verse or defines more accurately what is being presented. Emblems are produced in various 
mediums, and in conjunction with the visual perspectival relationships of the space. It is an 
interdependence of the emblem, where by each item gives meaning to each other creating a 
progression. Garland, for example which can become a frame that connects every element 
together as it visually runs through the entirety of the church.115 This type of element helps to 
bring together emblematic programs, like the life of Jesus in the lower frescos, or the life of St. 
Nepomuk in the silver relief sculptures. 
 Ronald Paulson, an English professor whom focuses on the eighteenth century discusses 
the idea of a “the pictorial circuit,” where by that though multiple images a narrative is born.116 
The author refers back to the idea of the contemporary garden where associations change based 
on the viewers position or view. How one sees the object is important, and multiple emblems can 
create a larger program. In the church there are different viewpoints including one from Egid’s 
bedroom. All of them lead to the altars, but some allow for more context (based on how much of 
the rest of the church you can see or interpret.) A viewer would have to move to see an added 
cartouche of text for example, or to understand the illusionistic verses the reality. There is an 
entire emblem series around the altar area, with images and text referring to the holy rite of 
communion, which cannot be seen from either the altar or the main point inside the grate. If one 
simply walks in and out of the the space, they would never experience this part of the program. 
 This idea of a an emblem inside of another emblem is what can be referred to as meta or 
an idea within an idea. The emblems as used in this church have a smilier function.117 It is 
important to note that the image can be understood individually.118 This insinuates that there is a 
larger program if its “function is to attract attention to the message being presented and bring it 
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into sharper focus.”119 So the story of Jesus, within the story of ascension, or the story of the 
Saint’s individual experiences within the larger story of his life. In a more iconographic example,  
The Rising of the Sinners and The Rising of the Righteous sculptures directly inside the nave, 
both although have no specific identifying scroll and are clarified by ribbons or a book 
containing text, and then they can take their position in the larger program of the church.  
 To put a modern day viewer in the setting of this church, would remove much meaning 
because for emblems to be important the source must be recognizable.120 As has been discussed 
viewers today do not have the cultural know ledge to recognize such things. To the untrained or 
unknowing eye, meaning can be missed, the easiest example is that of language barrier. The texts 
within the context of this church are written in Latin, which could have been but was most likely 
not readable then, and is not well known today. The idea of emblems depends on the reliance of 
each element to its whole, and the line between textual and visual is broken down, it is important 
for the next section dealing with the rhetoric of architecture that the former is thought of as a 
type of vocabulary. In that the elements must be understood in relationship to each other, as in 
language; that the meaning of a thing consists not in the thing itself but in its relation to other 
things.”121 
5. Theatrical Rhetoric or Rhetorical Theatricality 
 As this thesis has progressed, an answer to the question of cultural relevance through 
association has slowly been answered. Through an understudying of the artists and the building, 
eighteenth century culture, an assertion of the building as language through emblematic 
associations, and now with all these tools and theories, the last piece can be added to the puzzle. 
Cultural distance and a dependence on readability have explained why one could miss the larger 
meanings of the architecture. As architecture is a language, a language of culture, and 
specifically theatrical culture in this case but a language where the viewer has to understand not 
only the structure but the vocabulary. Eberhard Hemple has identified some motifs of the Asam 
brothers “Architecture - Scenographia- Decus.”122 The first is decently self explanatory while the 
second relates to a space appearing like a stage and the third is decoration. Today, viewers are 
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too far removed from this culture to understand the rhetorics of the language, however, this 
section will make those associations and hopefully give a new appreciation to Asamkirche.  
 Firstly, rhetorical language must be defined and understood. At a basic level, rhetorics is 
a way of speaking which is intentionally persuasive. This is much like architecture, which is 
instinctually persuasive as it influences ones behavior, by directing the viewers movements, sight 
paths and even thoughts. 123  This commonality allows for the application of a rhetorical 
understanding in literature to be applied to architecture and the art within. A rhetorical 
understanding of art and architecture, is based on the perception that these items are narrative. 
Like emblematic studies, rhetorics in art and architecture as a theory, can be multilayered in its 
possible interpretations. However, the decorative program only becomes rhetorical “when it 
induces its perceiver to use or to understand the architecture.”124 It goes beyond a simple 
understanding to “Architecture that represses values and beliefs is rhetorical because it induces 
ritual behavior. By ritual I mean our rhythmic repetitive behaviors that dramatize meanings.”125 
The architecture, not only affects the viewer when they are present but “thereby encourages the 
receiver either to change or reaffirm their behavior and beliefs.”126 As a form of narrative this 
building speaks with multiple rhetorical techniques in order to create an overall message, as 
portrayed by the designers. In this section, rhetorics will be addressed through a thematic parallel 
between Asamkirche and a theatrical language of art as established through two case studies. 
Specifically, how does this architecture speak theatrically and how does theatricality become 
rhetorical through architecture?  
 First, there will be a discussion connecting the theatricality of Asamkirche as compared 
to   the Italian Baroque ‘theatre sacrum’ of Bernini, as both brothers traveled there and would 
have been aware of his work.127 The text Bernini: Art as Theatre will be used as this blueprint to 
compare with the Asam’s version of theatricality.Then the discussion will move towards an 
analysis as perceived by the van Eck and Bussel’s text, Theatricality in Early Modern Art and 
Architecture. This second case study relies on a multilayered analysis, building from the visual 
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associations to the encompassing cultural ties. Overall, the associations of a theatrical 
architecture in Asamkirche can be made, as illustrated in the next two sections. 
5.1 Asamkirche as Theatre 
 One way in which the discussion between art and theatre can be illustrated is, through 
Bernini’s works. The term coined specifically for this usage in art history is ‘theatrum sacrum,’ 
which actually refers back to small plays that would be performed during church sermons.128 
Literally the term generated from theatre that was performed in a church, yet Bernini and the 
Asam brothers create architecture that installed a permanent theatre, within the decor itself. “In 
architecture and sculpture and there alike Bernini forged an art of illusion” the same can be said 
of the Asam brothers, who use architecture to create an “otherworldly effect”129. This effect as 
discussed earlier, depended on the idea of the ‘Gesamtkunstwerk,’ here it is not given such a 
positive twist, instead it is referred to as a ‘sham.’130 This term is defined as “…points of 
convergence in which one medium took on characteristics of another in a ‘sham’ of materials”131 
Either way, the idea is that mediums and individual elements can be mixed to create an 
illusionistic affect, neither positively or negatively. Cosmas’ ceiling fresco(Fig. 30), is an 
exceptional example of this ‘sham,’ as the painting mimics rather successfully, architectural 
elements. Egid, also plays into this framework by including a backlighting to his sculptures, 
especially, the Gnadenstuhl (Fig. 13), which gave them a living essence. A parallel between his 
works and Bernini’s, is now clear as ‘living essence’ is similar to the idea that “art may be said to 
have performed.” 132  The connections are clear based on visual comparison and an 
acknowledgment of the brothers exposure to the Italian Baroque, but what key can be used to 
judge the theatricality of an artwork or architectural space?  
 Genevieve Warwick clearly answered this question by defining how art becomes 
theatrical, through two specific functions in Berini’s style.133 Firstly, the art must form a 
“resemblance to a performing body (lifelikeness).”134 If the art is not anatomically correct or 
visually convincing the strategy is lost. This is not an exact reproduction of the human body, but 
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instead a perspectival understanding. The Jesus on the Cross in the Gnadenstuhl, may be overly 
life-sized but from the floor of the nave, he appears convincingly human. This is true of the 
sculptures throughout the church. However, this tactic can be enhanced through the idea of 
“moving figures,” figures in the middle of an action, or those that are in the most “pregnant 
moment.”135 The most illustrative example of this, is not just one instance in the church, but 
instead it is a reoccurring theme, in which almost every sculpture of large size is being crowned. 
There are examples of mixed media crowning like in the vestibule with the angel capitals (Fig. 
32), large sculptures being crowned by angels like The Rising of the Righteous (Fig. 31), and in 
painting Mary in “Mary giving the rosary to St. Dominic” (Fig. 33). The numerous putti, a few 
angels and The Rising of the Sinners (Fig. 34) are the only exceptions to this rule. Another theme 
that is less prevalent is in sculpture: “depicted theatrical actions such as the lifting of a curtain to 
stage.”136 This action shows interaction between the theatrical and the religious, as angels move 
the theatrical curtains, thereby being theatrical themselves. They seem as if they are caught in a 
moment, and sometimes when the light or the viewers movement is just right it appears that 
action is occurring. Crowing in and of itself is a very ritualistic endeavor, where the architecture 
is persuading the viewer that the people being crowed are important and as the action is 
happening, it makes the action seem current. 
 The second rule, applies to space, as scenography which, “was bound to the artistic 
fiction of imaginary spaces.”137 For example, a painted space that is believable, a sort of 
fictitious space, that appears to exist like a backdrop in a play, but does not actually take up the 
physical space that it suggests. Convincing architecture, in which one does not realize it is false 
until the perspective of the viewer has changed. The four large frescos (Fig. 26-29) as well as the 
ceiling (Fig. 30, 39 & 40) have this quality. The viewer must take a second look, to see what 
truly is there. Said convincingly by Bernini as “art lies in that which is all illusion, yet appears 
true.”138 So true in fact, that "Even where physical access was in fact barred, the viewer's 
apprehension was of the space that might be entered bodily.”139 This fiction includes illusionistic 
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textures or visual effects, as there is much of this throughout the church, prevalent in the 
scagliolia, or foe marble as well as other examples.140 Warwick also uses fake marble as an 
example for Bernini’s scenography effect, saying “…Bernini’s attention to the surface of his 
marbles…a seeming ‘embodiment’ that was, in fact a marvelous deceit.”141 Overall, Asamkirche 
comes out of these two tests as convincing example of art that is theatre. 
 Moving on we return to the idea of cultural contextualization as described before, which 
is part of the dominate cultural form, tied beyond just the idea of the arts to a cultural 
phenomenon. “The metaphor of theatre describes myriad aspects of early modern culture from 
the pacified rituals of church and court, aristocrat conversation more and social etiquette to the 
bourgeon of performance genre of theatre, opera and baleen in this period. Across disciplinary 
boundaries theatre emerges as a prevailing interpretive key for the Baroque, for which it has a 
heightened if not exclusive resonance.”142 Thereby being theatrical the church fits into its 
cultural associations, and is there by convincingly a theatre where the viewers act on a stage of 
architecture and decor. This just happens to be the beginning of the understanding of cultural 
exchange between the theatre and the arts, the discussion must now move on to a more 
theoretical analysis as theatricality becomes a way of communicating the ideas, not just 
impersonating the theatre. 
5.2 A Theatrical Language 
 This discussion will pull elements from Theatricality in Early Modern Art and 
Architecture, to highlight the language which exists in this church, and how that lends to a 
plausible reading. 143  The idea is that these elements with theatrical associations can be 
recognized as such and read by those who are familiar with the cultural associations. This can be 
anything from a reference to stage curtain, specific play, gesture or way of depicting the 
content.144 For instance, what does a curtain mean when present in this church decor? This idea 
will be explored more throughout the section. As rhetorics in literature studies, deals with the 
way in which the words are arranged and portrayed, it is essence a way of speaking, alike 
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“theatricality may be said to be a way of organizing visual representation.”145 It is in this way 
that the terms become exchangeable, and both serve a functional and persuasive purpose for the 
‘storyteller.’ More specifically, “the inclusion of theatrical elements in a work of art is rarely 
simply a matter of borrowing a costume, gesture or compositional feature” it becomes a loaded 
association based on outside cultural references.146 So theater like architecture is an entire 
experience, “the theater requires an a united effect which renders action and multiple response 
temporally synchronous.”147 
 Just as Bernini: Art as Theatre had requirements for art to be theatrical, so does this text, 
although they begin with a similar basis, this theoretical understanding goes beyond the last to 
include a wider and more cultural set of associations. Without trying to sound repetitive, this text 
also mentions that, theatrical inclusions “undermine established distinctions between the arts”148 
This understanding has been illustrated previously in the last section, and was made quite clear. 
However, this is the point at which van Eck and Bussels change coarse, and instead they say that 
“[illusionistic spaces] signal that the viewer is looking at the enactment of drama.”149 In other 
words, instead of simply being a reference to theatre, the art becomes the theatre. Clearly by 
default then, the viewer is not a part of the architecture, but instead manipulated by it.150 Thereby 
it is persuasive, and in another way like the rhetorical technique in literature. As a rhetorical tool 
“theatricality may be said to be a a way of organizing visual representation in relation to a 
viewer.”151 For a rhetorical understanding it is important that the architecture not only be 
theatrical but also that the viewer would know to view it as theatrical.152 The pure inclusion of 
stage signals, like the theatre curtain, should elicit the viewer to look at the art as a ‘play’ or 
narrative.153 It is here that the discussion will define and highlight how theatricality determines 
the overall narrative of Asamkirche. Theatricality can either be simply visual, or symbolic, 
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relying on a familiarity with outside factors, thereby “the concept of the theatre can be defined 
and used as a cultural model.”154 
 The church is like a theatre in its plan, the central seating with a large stage in the front. 
Yet the play does not completely take place here, but it also appears as a part of the decor, the art 
works all around have clear associations to biblical narratives. I began to question if this 
theatricality was actually a mockery on the church itself, as deceitful and artificial. But instead 
this quote from van Eck and Bussels, made me immediately revoke that concern and reconsider 
the idea. In this case “it is more appropriate to see these architectural constructions as part of a 
concerted, multi-media effort to achieve the most effective communication.” 155  In that, 
theatrically for the contemporary culture was familiar, comfortable, entertaining, it is instead a 
propagandistic tool. The repetitive use of theatrical elements which are familiar to the viewer 
make them feel “at home,” where they can “trust.” It is a propaganda in and of itself, a so called 
marketing technique in todays world. This idea of a believable type of architectural program in 
churches comes from The Council of Trent had a great affect on the Baroque church architecture, 
the suggested that only those versus which are direct (not overly fantastical) should be shown 
and then show a spiritual essence.156 What a clever way, to parallel the fantastic life of Jesus, 
with the life of the recently canonized St. Johann Nepomuk, who was so beloved and ‘real’ at the 
time. Thereby setting the biblical narrative parallel with a contemporary fable, in which people 
accept fantasy and artificiality as truth. Yet, this overall association is so encompassing, that it 
may be overlooked, instead there are smaller elements within this code, that direct a theatrical 
reading. Let us remember that, the line between theater and ‘real’ life was thin during this era, 
and the people reveled in artificiality and were constantly putting on a character. 
 The use of objects like curtains and proscenium arches in art, or architecture are best 
described as such, “the use of a stage [or staging items] signal to the viewers that he or she 
should look at what is represented as a viewer of a play, that is, as somebody who watches the 
unfolding of a play in the course of an evening. It does not show the events it depicts as static, 
frozen… but as a narrative.”157 It was said about Baroque Rome, which is not too far from the 
                                                
154 van Eck Bussels, 2011, loc. 322. 
155 van Eck Bussels, 2011, loc. 398. 
156 Cope, 1964, Garlick, 48. Council of Trent, was meeting of the church to deal with Reformation in 1545, for more 
of a discussion see Garlick, 45. 
157 van Eck Bussels 2011, loc. 255 
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style in which the Asam’s were designing, that it was “literally a series of spaces presented as 
stage sets.”158 The proscenium arch and stage curtain are used as framing devices in the theatre, 
to denote the edges physically but also, in time, the beginning and ending. They appear to be 
used here also as indicators of a fabricated illusion of space. The crests and images at the top of 
proscenium arches in the theatre are here replaced in the church architecture by cartouches with 
inscriptions, or emblems, to further direct the narrative. 
 In referring back to emblems, which in this case direct the rhetorical program beyond a 
single element. There is a long tradition of theatrical associations between the arts and even the 
in the sixteenth century, it was noted that like playwrights, artists should be aware of a 
chronology of the narrative.159 In asamkirche this is done in the structuring of the Saint’s life 
around the top and on the ceiling.  
 To get an idea of the amount of artificiality, and there by ‘theatrical,’ here are some of the 
more prevalent themes or associations. Firstly, the entirety of the interior walls are covered with 
scagliolia, or a foe marble made of stucco. Like many aspects of the church, the walls are again 
not what they appear to be. The clouds are not realistic, in panting or sculpture, instead they 
resemble the clouds as represented in the theatre.160 As previously mentioned, the curtain, 
proscenium arch, which frame every sculpture and fresco respectively. The curtain theme runs 
throughout the church, in connection to sculptures, in different ways. The lower altar for 
example has a curtain behind it being held open by two angels (Fig. 15), while the items in the 
vestibule have a running curtain around the entirety of the room as behind St. Peter (Fig. 22), and 
one of the capital angels (Fig. 24). Finally the curtain as a canopy over other sculptures like the 
Joseph with young Jesus (Fig. 37). However, sometimes the curtain has another theme, in which 
it denotes doorways or potential openings like the foe doorway in the upper altar (Fig 35), or the 
hallway into Egid’s apartment that has a sculptural curtain pulled back to reveal the short hall 
(Fig. 36). There is indeed places where the curtain functions as both, behind a sculpture, and as a 
covering for a transitional space, this happens behind the two Johns in the upper altar, especially 
the Evangelist (Fig. 23) as the curtain is pulled to reveal the window but still is visible in the area 
                                                
158 van Eck Bussels 2011, loc. 506. 
159 “the sixteenth-century Venetian art theorist Lodovico Dolce argued that painter should take care to observe the 
chronological order in the istoria or narrative they depict. From Aristotle’s Poetics in van Eck Bussels 2011, loc. 
440. 
160 For more information on theatrical clouds and theatre architecture. see Mullin 1970. 
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of the sculpture. The proscenium arches however, are not so varied, instead there are simply foe 
archways around each image on the wall, like the four larger frescos that are extremely 
illusionistic (Figs. 26-29). Other more tedious but important themes which permeate the entirety 
of the church are, Ribbon work with text, and Rocaille (rockwork), which combined with shells 
are indicative of the Rococo. 161 
 Not only does the church lay claim to theatrical elements, but it also references a 
contemporary play by Jacob Bidermann from the early seventeenth century. The two first 
sculptures of the lower nave, now identified as The Rising of the Sinners and The Rising of the 
Rightous (Fig. 25), have previously been identified as the Heiligen Bruno from the play 
Cenodoxus.162 I have found no good reason for why this association is not always made, but that 
theatre was important enough to daily life that a reference would be associated in a church 
context. So considering these ideas, as a whole and progressive discourse the answer is then that, 
this architecture is both theatrical and rhetorical in intention and presentation. The theatricality of 
Asamkirche, is the language in which the church uses to speak rhetorically. 
6. Conclusion 
 Today, in a world that demands transparency, the theatrical qualities of the Baroque 
eighteenth century are gone. With this distance of culture, contemporary meaning is lost. 
Through theories like cultural contextualization, emblem studies and theatricality in art and 
architecture, scholars are now trying to revive these lost meanings, by using other contemporary 
material to gain an understanding. For spaces like Asamkirche architecture can become theatrical 
and theatricality can become a language in which meaning can be indicated. As demonstrated in 
this discourse, the church of Stain Johann Nepomuk in Munich is soaked in theatrical 
associations from the brothers’ knowledge of Bernini, to elements like the clouds which clearly 
reference the theatre, as well as frescos and sculptures that are illusionistic, and an overall 
program based on a multilayered emblematic reading of the artwork within the context of the 
architecture. Through scholarly texts like this one, and the two mentioned in the last section, it is 
my hope that this lost code can be reignited, and encapsulated through literature, art and 
                                                
161 more sources or better Blunt glossary. 
162 Lieb 1971, 198. 
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architecture in a new way. 163 However, this thesis is just a small addition to the discourse 
concerning cultural contextualization. It is the aim of this discussion to call attention to not just 
the stylistic qualities of history, but to the way in which art of the past speaks. Asamkirche 
speaks with a theatrical rhetoric, which is no longer understandable to most viewers today, how 
many other buildings or art works, are not given due notice because their iconography has been 
displayed so simply and the brilliance of the artists as storytellers, is not appreciated. 
 
  
                                                
163 “the receiver must know the code” Hattenhauer, 1984, p. 72. 
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Images 
 
Street Views  
The Church of Saint Johann Nepomuk 
(Asamkirche), Cosmas and Egid Asam 
Munich, Germany 1733-1746 
 
Fig. 1 (Top left) Facing South on 
Sendlinger Strasse 
 
Fig. 2 (Top Right) Facing South on 
Sendlinger Strasse 
 
Fig. 3 (Bottom Left) Facing South on 
Senderling Strasse at Night 
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Façade Highlights  
The Church of Saint Johann Nepomuk 
(Asamkirche)  
Cosmas and Egid Asam 
Munich, Germany 1733-1746 
 
Fig. 5 (Top) Top one third of the 
Façade 
 
Fig. 6. (Center) Sculptural Group 
featuring Saint Johan Nepomuk with 
Angels and Putti 
 
Fig. 7. (Bottom) Protruding rocks and 
Portico of the Façade 
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Fig. 12 Interior Nave, View from Organ Loft 
The Church of Saint Johann Nepomuk (Asamkirche) 
Cosmas and Egid Asam 
Munich, Germany 
1733-1746 
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Altars, The Church of St. Johann Nepomuk 
(Asamkirche), Cosmas and Egid Asam 
Munich, Germany 1733-1746 
 
Fig. 13 (Top Left) Gnadenstuhl featuring the 
Ascension of Jesus into Heaven 
 
Fig. 14 (Top Right) Upper Altar featuring St. 
Nepomuk and the Virgin Mary surrounding 
the window. 
 
Fig. 15 (Bottom Left) Lower Nave Altar 
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Scenes on the Front Door  
The Church of Saint Johann Nepomuk (Asamkirche), Cosmas and Egid Asam 
Munich, Germany 1733-1746 
 
Fig. 8 (Top Left) St. Nepomuk in the dungeon holding a crucifix 
Fig. 9 (Top Right) St. Nepomuk being tor tured by henchmen 
Fig. 10 (Bottom Left) The Ascension of St. Nepomuk, thr owing the henchmen to the 
ground. 
Fig. 11. (Bottom Right) The adoration of Saint Nepomuk at his altar , by pilgr ims. 
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Lighting Variations, The Church of Saint 
Johann Nepomuk (Asamkirche) 
Cosmas and Egid Asam 
Munich, Germany 1733-1746 
 
Fig 16 (Top Left) Central Nave, View 
from Lower Level, Daylight 
 
Fig. 17 (Top Right) Central Nave, View 
from Lower Nave, Evening Light 
 
Fig. 18 (Bottom Left) Central Nave, 
View From Upper Level, Daylight 
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Lighting Variations Cont. 
The Church of Saint Johann Nepomuk 
(Asamkirche) 
Cosmas and Egid Asam 
Munich, Germany 1733-1746 
 
Fig. 19 Upper Nave View of the Organ 
Loft from the Lower Nave 
 
Fig. 20 Upper Nave View of the Organ 
Loft from the Lower Nave 
 
Fig. 21 Upper Nave View of the Organ 
Loft from the Lower Nave 
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Sculptur es 
 
The Church of Saint Johann Nepomuk 
(Asamkirche), Cosmas and Egid Asam 
Munich, Germany 1733-1746 
 
Fig. 22 (Top Left) Saint Peter  on the South side of 
the Vestibule 
 
Fig 23 (Top Center ) John the Evangelist on the 
Nor th side of the Upper  Nave 
 
Fig 24. (Top Right) Angel capital in the Vestibule 
 
Fig. 25 (Bottom) The Rising of the Righteous, 
South East cor ner  of the Lower  Nave 
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Frescos 
The Church of Saint Johann Nepomuk (Asamkirche), Cosmas and Egid Asam 
Munich, Germany 1733-1746 
 
Fig. 26 (Top Left) Adoration of the Tomb of St. Johann Nepomuk in Prague, Upper  Nave South 
Wall 
Fig. 27 (Top Right) Adoration of the relic of Saint Johann Nepomuk, Upper  Nave Nor th Wall 
Fig. 28 (Bottom Left) J esus Expelling the Money Changer s fr om the Temple, Lower  Nave South 
Side ( with entrance to cr ypt visible) 
Fig. 29 (Bottom Right) J esus Washing the Feet of Peter  at the Last Supper , Lower  Nave Nor th Side 
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Fig. 30 Ceiling Fresco, Cosmas Asam 
The Church of Saint Johann Nepomuk (Asamkirche)  
Cosmas and Egid Asam 
Munich, Germany 1733-1746 
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The Theme of Crowing, The Church of Saint Johann Nepomuk (Asamkirche)  
Cosmas and Egid Asam, Munich, Germany 1733-1746 
 
Fig. 31 (Top Left) Close up of the Crowning of The Rising of the Righteous 
Fig. 32 (Top Right) Crowing of an angel in the round by a relief sculpture from the Vestibule 
Fig. 33 (Bottom Left) Crowning of the Virgin Mary from the fresco depicting “Mary giving the 
rosary to St. Dominic 
Fig. 34 (Bottom Right) The lack of a crown being provided to The Rising of the Sinners 
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Theme of the Theatrical Curtain, The Church of Saint Johann Nepomuk (Asamkirche)  
Cosmas and Egid Asam, Munich, Germany 1733-1746 
Fig. 35 (Top Left) Curtain creating a foe doorway, Upper Nave South Side East End 
Fig. 36 ( Top Right) Curtain pulled back revealing small corridor to Egid’s Apartment, Upper 
Nave 
Fig. 37 (Center) Curtain above the Sculpture of Joseph with young Jesus, Lower Nave North 
West corner 
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Painterly Sculpture and Painted ArchitectureThe Church of Saint Johann Nepomuk 
(Asamkirche) Cosmas and Egid Asam, Munich, Germany 1733-1746 
 
Fig. 38 (Top Left) Stucco Cloud, South East Corner of the Nave 
Fig. 39 (Top Right) Ceiling Fresco, Veneration by All Ranks of Society with surrounding 
architecture and sculpture 
Fig. 40 (Center) Triumph of Christian Values and surrounding architecture, East end of Nave 
 
All Photo Credits: Ashley Reed 2014 
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